Many different actions can generate models that make the rules true. The Operational Semantics Cycle
Step 1: use reactive rules to generate new goals
Step 2: generate (alternative, partial) solutions to chosen goals
Step 3: select candidate actions for execution
Step 4 
Goal State
Keeps track of the goals generated by the reactive rules, and of the alternative (partial ) plans generated for solving them so far.
In general the consequent of a reactive rule is disjunctive. So when a new goal is added to the goal state, each disjunct of the goal whose constraints are satisfiable is added as a child of the goal. 
KELPS -Computing as Model Generation
Given <R, Aux, C>, S 0 and sets ext 1 ,…, ext i of external events, the computational task is to generate sets acts i+1 of actions, such that 
The KELPS Operational Semantics (OS) is Sound
Given <R, Aux, C>, initial state S 0 and external events ext*:
Theorem. If the OS generates acts*, and every goal G added to a goal state G i is reduced to true in some G j , j ≥ i, then R  C pre is true in I = Aux  S*  ev*.
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The KELPS OS Generates only Reactive Interpretations
Theorem.
If the OS generates acts* , and ev* = ext*  acts*, then I = Aux  S*  ev* is a reactive interpretation.
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The KELPS OS can Generate any Reactive Interpretations
If I = Aux  S*  ev* is a reactive interpretation, where ev* = ext*  acts* , then there exist choices in steps 2, 3 and 4 such that the OS generates acts* (and therefore generates I). Step 1 (informally) cntd
Other reactive rules may be triggered, but may not fire yet. We keep the residue for future cycles. The OS Cycle:
Step 1 (more formally) Let S 0 be given, R 0 = R, G 0 = {} and ev 0 = {}. Given S i , R i , G i and ev i :
Step 
